
Quantified benefits to help justify the investment
NCR Business Impact Modelling (BIM) uses a vendor-neutral, predictive 
tool/process that quantifies the value of technology and services in  
terms of performance measures, business functions and potential  
process improvements. You can use NCR BIM to demonstrate how  
new solutions will affect your bottom line and quickly identify whether 
the benefits outweigh the expense. Smarter business decisions are 
made faster and easier ensuring you meet your internal goals and 
maintain your competitive position.

•	 Reduce	your	costs

Sustainable profitability can be achieved through cost reductions.  
NCR Business Impact Modelling analyses the impact of new solutions  
in relation to cost reductions which could ultimately result in 
lowered operating costs, tax incentives, improved cost savings  
from multiple-to single-point contact, improved asset utilisation  
and avoided planned purchases.

•	 Increase	your	revenue	generation	capabilities

By quantifying how revenue and profit margin can be impacted by 
your new solutions, significant bottom-line increases can be realised. 
The positive impact on your business could include loss prevention, 
incremental growth in customer accounts and new accounts, lost  
revenue reduction through downtime avoidance, and creation  
of new revenue sources.

•	 Maximise	productivity

Operational efficiency is key to the productivity and value of any  
business operation. By quantifying the operational efficiencies of  
your new solutions, you understand the impact of driving down the 
cost and complexity of routine operations. You also understand how 
much labour you can redeploy to new high-value initiatives and how  
to improve customer throughput. 
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Experience a new world of interaction

NCR	Business	Impact	Modelling	
Service/Software	category,	if	applicable 

For	more	information,	visit	www.ncr.com,	 

or	email	services@ncr.com.

Do you want to know how new solutions, technologies  
or services will benefit your day-to-day operations?
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Key	Features

•	 CFO	ready	assessments	and	business	cases

•	 Proven,	objective	methodology:	hundreds	of	 

successful	engagements	in	Retail,	Financial,	 

Telco, Travel, Hospitality, Gaming,  

Entertainment and Healthcare

•	 Solution	benefits	explained	in	financial	terms:	 

Payback Period (PP), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), 

Net Present Value (NPV), and Return on  

Investment (ROI)

•	 Benchmarking	capabilities
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Experience a new world of interaction

•	 Improve	customer	satisfaction	and	loyalty

With NCR Business Impact Modelling, the effect of your new 
solution on customer satisfaction and retention can be quantfied 
resulting in improvements in customer churn, an increase in  
customer traffic and a reduction in dissatisfied customers.

•	 Business	Impact	Modelling	process	flow	and	key	metrics

NCR Business Impact Modelling is a simulated return-on- 
investment analysis that starts with a snapshot of the existing  
operations to model the future state using a customer’s  
operating	metrics.	From	this	analysis,	stakeholders	gain	insight	 
into the future cash flow, internal rate of return, net present value 
and payback period from investment in the proposed solution.
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Why	NCR?	
NCR is the global leader in 
assisted- and self-service solutions, 
serving businesses in the retail, 
financial, travel, healthcare, 
hospitality, gaming and other 
industries. We help our clients 
around the world improve their 
customer interactions, implement 
change quickly and proactively, 
and transform their businesses 
to become leaders and change 
agents. We can help you, too.


